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ABSTRACT

The behavior of the cardiovascular system during low-frequency
whole-body vibration, such as encountered by astronauts during launch
and re-entry, is examined from a fluid mechanical viewpoint. The
vibration characteristics of typical manned spacecraft and other vibra-
tion environments are discussed, and existing results from in vivo
studies of the hemodynamic aspects of this problem are reviewed. Recent
theoretical solutions to related fluid mechanical problems are then used
in the interpretation of these results and in discussing areas of future
work. Included are the results of studies of the effects of vibration
on the work done by the heart and on pulsatile flow in blood vessels.
It is shown that important changes in pulse velocity, the instantaneous
velocity profile, mass flow rate, and wall shear stress may occur in a
pulsatile flow due to the presence of vibration. The significance of
this in terms of changes in peripheral vascular resistance and possible
damage to the endothelium of blood vessels is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the effects of low-frequency whole-body vibration on
the behavior of the cardiovascular system stems from many possible
applications. These include:

(i) the effect of spacecraft vibrations on astronauts during
launch and re-entry and possible similar effects for
others who must operate in a vibration environment,
e.g., jackhammer operators, helicopter crew members and
passengers, etc.;

(ii) the use of vibrations as a cardiac-assist device because
of the decreased peripheral vascular resistance and. blood
pressure levels and the increased, cardiac output — in
the Netherlands a technique of this general type is
being used to bring people out of cardiogenic shock [l];

(iii) the use of vibration as a controlled means of perturbing
the cardiovascular system and. thus as a diagnostic tool;

(iv) the use of vibrations as a means of producing an artificial
gravity effect in space vehicles [2].

Many of the effects of vibration are obviously of a complex
physiological nature. However, within these there appear to be fluid
mechanical aspects of the problem which need to be investigated. It
has thus been the purpose of this research effort to investigate the
whole-body vibration problem from a fluid mechanical viewpoint.
Following a brief review of the type of vibration environments in which
man operates and of past in vivo studies of cardiovascular behavior
during vibration, three specific problems in which the fluid mechanics
may be an important aspect and which have been considered as part of
this effort will be discussed. These problems are: (i) the direct
effect of vibrations on the pressure distribution in the heart and on
cardiac work; (ii) the influence of vibration on the nature of arterial
pulse wave propagation; and (iii) the effect of whole-body vibrations
on flow in the vascular bed and of vibration-induced stresses on the
endothelium.

II. MAN VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS ,

Figure 1 shows the kind of vibration amplitudes to which man may
be exposed during whole body vibration at low frequencies. Included
are the characteristics of early pneumatic tools [3], Janeway's
standard of the automotive industry [1+], the WADC vibration tolerance
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curve and typical vibration environments associated with 0.50-caliber
machine gun fire [4], and typical spacecraft vibration data obtained
in the manned space flight program of the United States [5]. Also
shown is a line corresponding to a 1 g peak-to-peak acceleration; and
as may be seen, vibration accelerations on that order or even greater
are encountered in some man-operating environments.

Historically, the interest in whole-body vibration effects goes
back at least 50 years to the work in Rome by Loriga [6] who was
interested in injuries to workers who used pneumatic tools for long
periods of time. Studies of such effects have continued over the years
with primary interest being focused on the circulatory disease known
as "Raynaud's phenomenon of occupational origin" [?]• Symptoms of this
disease include numbness and clumsiness of the fingers and intermittent
blanching of the hands; and although there are many factors which appear
to make up these symptoms, exposure to vibration has been shown to be
an important ingredient with the incidence of Raynaud's phenomenon
increasing with increased exposure to vibration. All evidence does
indicate, however, that attacks continue to persist even though the
worker is removed from the vibration environment with which the symptoms
were first associated.

More recently, investigations of vibration effects have been
oriented towards the problems encountered in aircraft and spacecraft.
The results of related in vivo studies will be briefly reviewed in the
following section; however, it is noted that one of the earliest fluid
mechanical studies of the effects of vibration [8] was motivated by
reports of possible fuel starvation of jet aircraft engines during the
firing of machine guns. Lance concluded that it was "possible for the
flow of a viscous fluid, in a pipe or channel, to be arrested when the
pipe is subjected to one or more pulses of sufficient strength" and
determined the necessary conditions for this to occur. Certainly, if
such effects are possible in the constant pressure-gradient flow
analyzed by Lance, then similar effects as discussed in Section VI
could occur in the vascular bed.

Vibration problems have also been encountered during launch in
the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs [5]. These are depicted in
Figure 1; and in the latter case range from a buffeting type of oscil-
lation encountered on the early unmanned Apollo flights, e.g., Apollos
3 and k, to the "pogo-type" longitudinal oscillation encountered on
Apollo 6. Although on Apollo 8 and subsequent flights vibration levels
were kept within a tolerance level of ± 0.25 g, it was at least in some
cases at the expense of flight performance since the ,S-2 stage center
engine was shut down early. Future space flight related interests in
whole-body vibration will also include the possible use of low-amplitude
vibrations to provide a type of artificial gravity.



III. CLINICAL STUDIES

At Ohio State University the Department of Preventive Medicine has
been engaged in a continuing study of cardiovascular vibration effects
for the last ten years. Laboratory studies have been carried out on
rats, dogs, and humans; and as a result of these experiments, a number
of general conclusions have been reached with regard to low-frequency
vibration effects. These conclusions are summarized in Table I and are
based on the measurements in a dog obtained primarily at U, 7> and 11 Hz
and with half-amplitudes on the order of 1/U-inch [9]. As may be seen,
one of the effects of vibration is a decrease in the peripheral resist-
ance. This may be due to the dilation of the resistance vessels;
however, it could equally well be due to a change in the nature of the
flow, e.g., the velocity profiles in these vessels, due to a coupling
of the vibrational motion with the pulsatile output of the heart. Such
a coupling can actually produce a resonance-type effect with the two
critical frequencies being that of the heart beat and that of the
mechanical vibration.

Table I - Effects of Low Frequency Vibration
on Cardiovascular Behavior

Property Effect

Mean Systemic Arterial Pressure Decreased
End Diastolic Pressure Decreased
Cardiac Output Increased
Heart Rate Increased

Left Ventricle Increased

Peripheral Vascular Resistance Decreased

Another interesting aspect of cardiovascular behavior during
vibration is the possible change in pulse wave velocity. Preliminary
pulse wave velocity data have been reported [9]. These were based on
measurements carried out using a vibration-compensated pressure trans-
ducer [10] to measure the shape and magnitude of the pressure pulse
wave at separate-locations along the aorta of an anesthetized dog
undergoing longitudinal vibration. Although only a limited number of
measurements were obtained, these indicate a marked increase in the
pulse wave velocity at a frequency of 7 Hz. This result will be dis-
cussed further in Section V.

Studies of whole-body vibration effects have also been in process
at many other research laboratories, including the U. S. Army Medical
Research Laboratory and the NASA Ames Research Center. Prom a hemo-
dynamic viewpoint those of most interest are the vibration studies



carried out at the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories at Wright-
Patterson AFB [11], and the previously referred to cardiac-assist
experiments in the Netherlands [l]. Clark and his co-workers at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base carried out measurements'of cardiac output,
blood pressure, and peripheral resistance, and reached similar conclu-
sions to those of the Ohio State studies. On the other hand, Arntzenius
and his colleagues in the Netherlands have carried out experiments using
piglets which demonstrate that the use of vibrations synchronized with
the heart beat is an effective cardiac-assist device for treatment of
cardiogenic shock as well as for use after a coronary occlusion. It is
because of such demonstrated hemodynamic aspects to the cardiovascular
vibration problem that the studies to be discussed in the remainder of
this report were undertaken.

IV. CARDIAC BEHAVIOR

One aspect of cardiovascular behavior during whole-body vibration
which is of fluid mechanical interest is the direct influence of vibra-
tion on the heart itself. This was the first major area of investigation
undertaken on this Grant, and a cursory examination of this problem is
afforded by using the pulsating bulb model of the heart suggested by
Jones [12]. Viscous effects are negligible in the heart, with the
exception, of course, of the boundary layer region on the wa.il of the
heart; and following Jones, the velocity potential for the inviscid
flow in this simple model of the heart is that of stagnation flow.

Assuming that vibration does not change the volume time-history
of the heart's pumping action, then, as suggested by Howe of NASA [13],
a new velocity potential is obtained through a simple coordinate trans-
formation. The pressure variations in the heart are found using the
unsteady form of Bernoulli's equation; for the case where the vibrations
are along the axis of the bulb and in the direction in which fluid is
expelled into the aorta, the following theoretical equation for the
change in the pressure in the heart is found:

(1)

Here p^ is the pressure difference between a point denoted by x* in
the heart and the entrance point to the aorta for the case of vibration,
pnvib is tne same Pressure difference for the case of no vibration,
XQ = XQ/L where XQ is the maximum displacement during vibration and L
is the distance frcaa the center "stagnation point" of the heart to the
entrance of the aorta and represents the characteristic length of the
heart, p is the density of blood, and Ui is the maximum cardiac ejection
velocity for the case of no vibration.



f'z is the nondimensibnal instantaneous acceleration felt by the
heart. The actual acceleration is (U1x0f2

t)/L, and it can thus be seen
that the change in pressure in the heart is directly related to the
acceleration to which it is exposed. In fact, since the volume time-
history of the heart has been assumed to be unchanged by vibration,
then any change in pressure in the heart must simply represent a super-
position of acceleration effects on top of that pressure gradient
required to expel the fixed amount of fluid from the heart. For typical
heart conditions and a 1 g acceleration, this pressure change is at the
most of the order of 10 mmHg; it thus represents a 10 percent effect
compared to the normal heart pressure level. Of course, for higher
accelerations the pressure change would be greater. In addition, the
cardiac output will not remain fixed, but in general will increase as
is indicated in Table I.

A more complete theoretical investigation of cardiac behavior
during whole-body vibration has recently been completed by Hooks
In his analysis, Hooks modeled the heart as a spherical cavity with a
sinusoidally varying radius and a single opening for entrance and
exhaust of fluid. The damping characteristics of the body were included
using a linear model with the heart connected by a spring and dashpot
to the rib cage. The varying mass of the heart was accounted for and
the thoracic cavity was modeled as a cylinder of fluid within which the
heart is positioned.

The results of Hooks for vibration in the direction of the spine
and thus parallel to the flow up through the ascending aorta are shown
in Figure 2. Here the mechanical pumping power of the heart is presented
as a function of the heart vibration frequency. These calculations
have been carried out for varying phase angles; both the maximum and
minimum work rates are shown, as well as the average pumping power
obtained by averaging over phase angle, «.ii for a fixed cardiac output
and aortic pressure time-history. For the case where the heart and
vibration frequencies are not equal, this average pumping power is
representative of the long-term vibration effect; and, as may be seen,
there is no significant effect. However, for the case of the two fre-
quencies being equal, the phase relationship between the two remains
constant; the heart may operate anywhere between its peak and minimum
power requirements depending on the phasing of the vibration. The mag-
nitude of this effect is seen from Figure 2 to be in the range of less
than 10 percent. It should be noted, however, that the major uncertainty
in the calculation is the pressure gradient in the thoracic cavity and
the influence of this external pressure on the pumping heart. The model
of Hooks tends to maximize this effect and thus the actual change in
the pumping power of the heart may be much less.

It should also be noted that the heart pressures in equation (l)
were referenced to the aortic pressure since it is that difference which
results in flow out of the heart. However, the aortic pressure itself
may change due to an influence of vibration on the resistance of the
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vascular bed. Thus, while the direct influence of vibrations on the
heart may appear to be small, based on the results presented here, an
indirect vibration effect associated with change in peripheral vascular
resistance may, in fact, be large. This is certainly suggested by the
laboratory observations reviewed in Section III, and some of the fluid
mechanical aspects of this will be discussed in Section VI.

V. PULSE WAVE PROPAGATION

Previous investigators have noted a change in pulse velocity due
to the influence of whole-body vibration [9]. Whether this is a real
change, e.g., due to a possible influence of vibration on the nature of
the arterial wall properties, or an apparent change, e.g., due to a
change in the characteristics of the arterial pulse pressure waveform,
is not clear.

Thus, in order to investigate this further, blood pressure waveforms
have been monitored in the upper descending aorta of the dog, and their
characteristics analyzed [15]. The measurements were obtained using
two acceleration-compensated pressure transducers mounted 10 cm apart
on a flexible catheter [10]. The animals were secured in a supine
position on a shake table and were vibrated sinusoidally along the
longitudinal body axis at frequencies ranging from 2 to 16 Hz and with
a 1/2-inch double amplitude.

The data obtained suggests that the arterial pressure wave in the
presence of vibration is a superposition of a sinusoidal pressure wave,
whose frequency corresponds to the table vibration frequency, upon the
natural aortic pressure pulse. The effects of this sinusoidal wave,
which is excited by the longitudinal vibrations, becomes evident from
comparison of results of Fourier analysis of the pressure pulses measured
for vibration and nonvibration conditions. Calculations of the apparent
phase velocity of each harmonic, i.e., the spatial rate of change of
phase of the harmonic, were made. These calculations revealed a signifi-
cant change in the apparent phase velocity of those harmonics whose
frequency corresponded to the table vibration frequency (and hence, the
frequency of the sinusoidal wave). This is illustrated in Figure 3
where V.F./H.R. is the vibration frequency-heart rate ratio.

These effects on apparent phase velocity were most pronounced when
the critical harmonics were of harmonic number k and ,above. The magni-
tude of the critical harmonic was generally observed to be increased
from the corresponding averaged control value. The apparent phase
velocity of the critical harmonic was observed to assume a wide range
of values for the pulses recorded during vibration, however a majority
of these values showed significant increases or decreases from corre-
sponding averaged control values. Often the apparent phase velocity of

8
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the critical harmonic assumed negative values as well. Harmonics other
than the critical one showed little variation in magnitude from the
corresponding averaged control values, but did show changes in apparent
phase velocity for random harmonics of" a limited number of pulses. Such
deviations may be attributed in part to the effects of the vibration-
induced wave. Since the vibration-induced wave is not purely sinusoidal
and thus has its own harmonic content, it may interact with several of
the pulse wave harmonics. Furthermore, nonlinearities which are present
in the arterial system and which are neglected in this analysis, would
account for increased interaction of the harmonic components of the
pulse wave.

A linearized theory of wave propagation [16] through an elastic
tube which contains an incompressible, viscous fluid and which is longi-
tudinally tethered and surrounded by a viscous medium of finite mass
was utilized to investigate theoretically the observed characteristics
of the vibration-induced wave. This theory predicts the possible
presence of two types of waves of markedly different phase velocity and
damping characteristics for a fluid-vessel system undergoing axisymmetric
motion, as is assumed here. The type I wave has been shown to be pri-
marily associated with radial motion of the vessel wall, while the
type II wave is principally associated with longitudinal motion of the
vessel wall.

Using the superposition principle which is applicable to a linear
system, it was assumed that the vibration-induced wave and the critical
harmonic component of a control pulse wave are sine waves which are
linearly combined, resulting in a third sine wave representing the
critical harmonic component for a corresponding vibration pulse. It
was then possible to calculate magnitudes and apparent phase velocities
of the resultant wave by either assuming the vibration-induced wave to
be a type I or a type II wave. Such calculations, which were highly
dependent upon the relative magnitudes and phases of the component
waves, yielded an extensive range of possible values for the magnitude
and apparent phase velocity of the critical harmonic. These calcula-
tions, both for the case in which the vibration-induced wave is assumed
to be a type I wave and for the case where it is assumed to be a type II
wave, predicted critical harmonic magnitudes and apparent phase velocities
that were observed experimentally. However, comparisons of the theoret-
ical calculations with the experimental measurements for these two
variables were not successful in substantiating the hypothesis that the
vibration-induced pressure wave is a longitudinal type II wave. Thus,
unfortunately the exact nature of this wave could not be ascertained
from the results of the present analysis.

10



VI. THE VASCULAR BED

In addition to the direct effect of vibrations on the heart as
discussed in Section IV, whole-body vibration can also affect the heart
indirectly through changes in the systemic circulation, e.g., by influ-
encing the peripheral resistance. It is thus of interest to investigate
the effect of vibrations on the flow in blood vessels. Within the
cardiovascular system, there are blood vessels going in all different
directions; and thus when the body is exposed to whole -body vibration
in a particular direction, there is no uniformity among the blood
vessels in terms of their orientation to the vibration. In this section,
however, the consideration of vibration effects will be limited to
longitudinal vibration, i.e., vibration in the direction of the axis of
the vessel. This not only would appear to be the case where a maximum
effect would be obtainable, but obviously also is one which lends itself
to somewhat simpler solution because of the symmetry of the flow.

Considering first the larger vessels, e.g., the aorta and larger
arteries , the flow there is primarily inviscid with a thin boundary
layer on the wall of the tube whose thickness is dependent on the
unsteadiness parameter, cf = (wiE2)/v, where o^ is the fundamental
frequency of the pulsatile flow output of the heart. The effect of
longitudinal vibration would in these larger vessels be limited to this
thin boundary layer and can be analyzed using a modification of Stokes
second problem [5].

Considering parallel, incompressible flow, the governing axial
direction momentum equation is

du 1 dp . ou /Ox•sr = - — j + v -̂ -y (2)at p dx dy2 v '

For a sinusoidal pressure gradient, dp/dx, and representing the vibra-
tion by a sinusoidal rigid wall motion of the form x^ = -XQ sin(u2t + cp),
the resulting solution for the velocity profile is [17]

u =
— k v

cos Uxt - UxC iy coŝ t - kiy)

— Ic v
~ 2<y cos(u2t - cp - k2y) (3)

Here % is the peak velocity in the inviscid portion of the flow (note
that the leading term in equation (2) is the time-variation of the
inviscid flow velocity), <*>2 is the frequency of the vibration, <p the
initial phase angle between the pressure gradient and the vibration,
XQ the maximum amplitude of the wall motion, kf = ci)!/2v, and k| = u2/2v

Typical velocity profiles are shown in Figure h and the effect of
vibration is clearly evident. However, as noted earlier, this effect

11
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is limited to the thin wall boundary layer, and since the pressure drop
in the aorta is small, any effect here of vibration on peripheral
resistance would also be small. As also was noted earlier, there is
evidence that the pulse wave velocity can be affected by whole-body
vibration. However, the preceding analysis, in not accounting for the
elasticity of the wall, is not able to include the effect of vibration
on pulse wave velocity.

In the smaller blood vessels, the flow is fully viscous. For the
case of no vibration this problem has been solved in the literature
using primarily two different methods [18]: (i) the approach of
Womersley [16] in which the Navier-Stokes equations and the governing
differential equations for an elastic wall are linearized and then
solved simultaneously yielding Bessel function solutions; and (ii) the
one-dimensional flow method-of-characteristic solutions in which non-
linearities may be retained. However, there is another method of
solution which has found wide application in viscous flow problems, but
which has until recently not been applied to pulsatile flows. This is
the so-called momentum integral method, and it appeared to be a conven-
ient method to use in investigating possible longitudinal vibration
effects in a pulsatile flow. In this method, it is not the Navier-
Stokes equations themselves that are solved, but the integrated form
of the streamwise-direction momentum equation. The form of the velocity
profiles is assumed a priori with unknown coefficients characterizing
the profile, and these coefficients and the solution for the entire
flow are obtained using the momentum integral equation and judiciously
chosen boundary conditions. The equations which one then must solve
are primarily algebraic in nature.

To further investigate the applicability of such a momentum
integral method, a solution was obtained for the incompressible fully
viscous, pulsatile flow in an infinitely long rigid tube in the presence
of longitudinal vibration. This is actually a linear problem; however,
it has served to demonstrate the effects of vibration. The details of
this method of calculation will not be discussed here since they may be
found in [19]; however, calculations were carried out both for the case
of no vibration as well as for the case where the frequency of the
pulsatile flow, û , and the vibration frequency, u2, are equal. In the
former case of no vibration, a sinusoidal pressure gradient was used,
and the results obtained were found to compare favorably with those of
Womersley [16].

Calculations of this type have also been carried out for the case
of vibration as represented by a sinusoidal wall motion of the form
w = wo cos(u2t + cp) where w0 = XoU)2, XQ is the maximum displacement of
the wall motion, u2 the frequency, and cp an initial phase angle. In
Figures 5 and 6 results are shown for <*>! = u2 and for both in-phase and
out-of-phase vibration, i.e., cp = 0 and l80°. Here the maximum mass
flow rate QĤ , divided by that for a Poiseuille flow with a pressure
gradient corresponding to the maximum value of the pulsatile flow, QQ,

13
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is shown as a function of the unsteadiness parameter, a. F is equal to
(xoa)2)/Uo where U0 is the centerline velocity for the corresponding
Poiseuille flow with a mass flow rate QQ. As may be seen, for in-phase
vibration there is a significant increase in the maximum mass flow
passed by the tube; while for out-of-phase vibration, the maximum mass
flow rate is decreased for 0 < F < 0.5 and increased, in the negative
direction., for F > 0.5. Thus, the presence of longitudinal vibration
may result in instantaneous flow stoppage and reversal. Equally impor-
tant changes in the velocity profiles may also occur.

Although such instantaneous changes would appear to be important
in terms of the overall vascular physiological behavior, it should be
noted that, within this linear analysis, no change in the average mass
flow rate over a cycle is predicted. However, the inclusion of non-
linear effects would alter this; and thus the nonlinear aspects of the
problem need to be investigated in the future. Whatever the exact
fluid mechanical changes are, the resultant behavior must finally depend
on how these aspects couple with constriction or dilation of the vascular
bed.

VII. ENDOTHELIAL CHANGES

The enhancement of arterial wall shear stress by mechanical
vibration has also been examined from the viewpoint of its relationship
to circulatory disorders found in those using vibrating hand tools,
i.e., Raynaud's phenomenon of occupational origin [20]. The point of
interest is the possibility of creating wall shear stress levels suffi-
ciently high to cause deterioration of the endothelium of blood vessels.
Fry [21] has determined experimentally a critical yield stress for blood
vessels of 379 dynes/cm2, with a standard deviation of ± 22. h percent.
According to Fry, exposure to stresses in excess of this level for
periods as short as one hour can result in swelling and deformation of
the endothelial cells making up the inner lining. Furthermore, above
an erosion stress level of approximately 1000 dynes/cm2, dissolution
of cell substances and deposition of fibrin, platelets, blood cells,
and other materials on the eroded surface was found to occur.

Using the theoretical results of Section VI, the ma/giTm-nn wa.ii
shear stress in a pulsatile flow in the presence of longitudinal vibra-
tion may be calculated. For typical aortic flow conditions, e.g.,
Ux = 100 cm/sec, v = O.Oh cm

2/sec, p = 1 g/cm3, and O>L =7.5 see"*
(72 beats/minute), then if 12 Hz vibration with an amplitude of 2.5 cm
is applied the maximum wall shear stress is calculated to be in excess
of 300 dynes/cm2. For a larger vibration amplitude, the maximum shear
stress will also be increased. Similar results have also been obtained
using the momentum integral theory discussed in Section VI. It thus
appears quite possible that shear stress levels in the aorta may exceed



the critical yield stress determined by Fry since at branching points
and other similar locations even higher shear stresses may be produced
than those predicted here.

The results of these calculations are summarized in Figure ?• It
should be noted that these calculations do model the vibration effect
as a longitudinal wall motion superimposed on the normal arterial flow.
It is recognized that the amplitude of this wall motion may not corre-
spond to that of the vibrating tool since some attenuation of the effect
would be expected. Using this approach and for typical arterial flow
conditions, it is estimated that shear stresses in excess of
1200 dynes/cm2 may be produced by a vibrating tool at 20 Hz with a half-
_amplitude-of-2.̂ -cm-and—including 50 percent attenuation of the vibration
impulse. As may be seen in Figure 6, even with 90 percent attenuation
of the vibration effect, the shear stress still ranges up to
300 dynes/cm2 at a frequency of 20 Hz.

A frequency of 20 Hz and a half-amplitude of 2.5 cm is a somewhat
severe vibration condition; however, there is no reason to believe, for
a worker using a vibrating tool in a cold, damp environment, that the
tolerance of the arterial wall to shear stresses will be the same as
that for more normal conditions. Furthermore, it should be noted that
in some studies of Raynaud's phenomenon [22,23], there have been reports
of arterial occlusion in subjects who used some type of vibrating tool
in their work. Thus, although there is no direct evidence to date that
endothelial damage occurs due to vibration-enhanced wall shear stresses,
the over-all evidence does suggest that there will be alterations in
wall physiology and that this may be a factor in disorders induced by
exposure to vibration.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

It has been the purpose of this investigation to examine the
problem of cardiovascular behavior during low-frequency whole-body
vibration from a fluid mechanical viewpoint. The detailed results of
this investigation have been disseminated in the publications and pres-
entations listed in the Appendix. However, there are definite changes
in pressure levels, velocity profiles, and mass flow rates which could
manifest themselves as changes in peripheral resistance, cardiac output,
and systemic pressure. There are also changes in arterial pulse wave
propagation characteristics which manifest themselves. Finally, in-
creases in wall shear in blood vessels due to vibration have been pre-
dicted, and it has been suggested that this may be a cause of some of
the symptoms of Raynaud's phenomenon. If true, then this certainty is
a long range effect from vibration which could be important for anyone
operating in a vibration environment.
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